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The magazine forward has now for the last 6 months been concerned in 

various ways with the effects of the COVID-19 virus. The Virus is still 

with us for the foreseeable future. So are we learning to live with it? Yes 

and no I suspect. It is encouraging that we are able to celebrate a daily 

Mass across the Parishes and that the Minehead Church porch is open 

after Mass for private prayer. Many people are being very careful 

because of age or health conditions and not mixing at all if they can 

possibly do so for their own safety. The Church and community 

understand this and we all have that duty to take care of ourselves as best 

we can. Because doing so we also help to care for our neighbour. 

For some of our younger parishioners they are not just looking after 

themselves but also helping where they can others, our neighbours. This 

is done in various quiet ways, whether with food for the Food Cupboard 

or support for the homeless. Some people are coming to weekday Masses 

because the numbers are fewer and everybody is wearing a mask. Thank 

you. 
 

Collections 

Life goes on and we have now received a message from the Bishop’s 

Conference about our extra collections. We have to take those for the 

Pope, Peter’s pence and the Collection for the Holy Places. In addition 

there will be a CAFOD Harvest collection and a collection for the retired 

clergy. I am not asking for other extra collections as we are a little down 

on our weekly cash from the Mass offertory collection and I don’t wish 

to impose on those who are able to attend on Sundays or weekdays. 

Thank you to those who use the pay pal button on our parish web site 

and to those who have made special arrangements to send in money. The 

treasurers and I are very grateful. 
 

Volunteers 

Below in the magazine there is a note about the need for more volunteers 

(especially under 60). Please read and see what you might be able to do 

in the future, but don’t leave it until after the Pandemic, talk to me or the 

deacons NOW so that when we return to what ever is normal we shall 

be able to be up and running so that the parishes can begin to have a 

vibrant life again. 

Celebration of the Season of Creation 

From 1st September to 4th October each year the Christian Community 

celebrates the season of creation by praying and acting together to protect 

our common home. The theme this year is new rhythms, new hope. 

(continued overleaf) 
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deacons NOW so that when we return to what ever is normal we shall 

be able to be up and running so that the parishes can begin to have a 

vibrant life again. 
 

Celebration of the Season of Creation 

From 1st September to 4th October each year the Christian Community 

celebrates the season of creation by praying and acting together to protect 

our common home. The theme this year is new rhythms, new hope. 

COVID-19 has shown us the need for just and sustainable systems. 

If YOU go to the Clifton Diocese Web Site you will find details of 

resources and ways in which you can participate and pray. Please do use 

this facility. 
 

Holidays 

For many there has been the opportunity to get away for a few days 

before school or university start. I hope you have been able to refresh 

yourselves and do remember that not everybody has been able to get 

away so if we are able to help a neighbour, please don’t hesitate. I plan 

to be away for a few days towards the end of the month and beginning 

of October. During that time I have been able to organise 3 priests to say 

Sunday Masses but there will be no week day Masses. I am sorry but 

clergy are getting older. 
 

New Priest 

God Willing Deacon Thomas Lawes will be ordained Priest by the end 

of September. Please keep him in your prayers. There is a new student 

starting his studies and discernment this September in Rome, so please 

continue to pray for vocations, our prayers are a great help to those 

discerning their vocation. (The Diocese has 5 students) 
 

God Bless you all and keep you safe.   
 

 Michael J Thomas (Parish Priest) 
                                                     

 

(continued overleaf) 
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Volunteers 
 

 

 

 

On the last Sunday in August we took the opportunity to say thank you to 

Michael and Gillian Simpson for all their work over the last 12 years. 

Their exact date of departure has yet to be finalised and like many 

members of the two parishes they have decided to move to be closer to 

members of their families. As always we have a continued and gentle 

movement of families in and out of the parishes and last week Nicky 

Clayton came to see me to tell me that she will be moving to Cornwall in 

the near future to be closer to one of her daughters. So you will see in the 

magazine a couple of blanks where Nicky was involved in our parish 

activities. Before that Jean Forsythe, The Sacristan, informed me that she 

wished to retire from this role on 31st October. (The weekend we shall be 

celebrating the Feast of ALL Saints). I am also informed that our 

Dulverton Safeguarding Reps are considering giving up their role. 
 

 

 

So you see we have a hole growing larger and larger in our volunteer 

Teams. As parishes we do very well with an involvement of about 50% of 

parishioners in activities. They range from Altar serving, choir, church 

cleaners, money counters, stewards in the church, coffee makers, cake 

makers, social event organisers, collectors of Mass offerings, children’s 

Liturgy, catechists, magazine editorial teams, magazine collators, 

gardeners in support of our paid gardener, CAFOD organiser(s), 

safeguarding reps, 100+ club, Readers at Mass, Special (Extraordinary) 

Minister of the Eucharist, Flower arrangers, rota arrangers for flowers, 

web master, cleaning, reading and Special Ministry, organists, Souper 

Lunches, Ecumenical liaison, fundraising, hall committee and bookings, 

Pastoral Council, Finance and Fabric Committee, Treasurer, Visiting the 

sick, helping with the food cupboard Missio Boxes and so on. If I have 

missed you role out, I am sorry but I have listed well over 30 roles and 

there are more. 
 

 

 

I thought I might go into detail about the roles/jobs but that would go on 

for ever and I ought to think about going up to bed, and the editors might 

not be too pleased with a very long late article. YOU, each and every 
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reader and parishioner look at the list please and if you are not involved 

see what you might be able to help with. Many hands make light work. 

As I said in the forward please come and talk to me or the deacons NOW 

so that we are prepared for the future and can fill the current gaps and 

reduce the hole in our volunteers teams. Volunteers always have the right 

and option of saying I have done enough, somebody else must step up. 

The commitment is not for life as a volunteer but for as long as you feel 

able to help. Your contribution is very much appreciated. 
 

 

 

Thank you all for what you do now and in the future and for those retiring 

for what you have done. May God continue to bless you all. 
 

 

 

Michael J Thomas (Parish Priest) 

 

  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

100+ Club 
 

The winners of the draw made in August 2020 are: 

1st –  Don Hines 

2nd – Nicky Clayton  

3rd – Annette Stapleton  

 

 

 

CHOIR PRACTICE DATES 2020 
 

Choir practices are cancelled until further notice 
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West Somerset Food Cupboard Newsletter 
July 2020 

 

Dear Friends,  
 

Just recently my little car has been in service 
again, making deliveries and collecting 
donations to take into the food cupboard. So 
far it seems to be coping! I am pleased to say 
that I also have volunteers with more 
spacious cars who pick up the bigger loads 
for me and have done a fantastic job 
throughout the lockdown. 
July started off being a very busy month in 
the food cupboard, following the pattern of 
lockdown but it has been a little quieter over the last couple of 
weeks. That has been a blessing as it has given us the opportunity 
to check through several of the cupboards rotating the stock. It has 
also given us time to really sort the extra stock that has been 
arriving over the last few months. Of course we have used a lot but 
donations have been incredibly generous.  
 

Last month I included a list of the items that we currently need for 
our boxes, to help people who wish to donate. However, this 
month I can honestly say that there is nothing we need apart from 
coffee! The cupboards are all pretty full and we really need to use 
up what we have.  
We have plenty of beans, soup, cereal, tea, pasta and rice and 
actually we cannot really store any more of these items. The fact 
that we are in such a healthy position is really thanks to all of you 
plus many local businesses, big and small, who have been 
supporting us. It has been amazing and I cannot thank you enough 
for everything that has been given.   
 

I would also like to thank our temporary volunteers who came on 
board during lockdown when the regulars had to stay at home. 
They all did a fantastic job! Thank you to them all. The regular 
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volunteers are now back and I am grateful to them too that they 
wanted to return.  
 

A reminder for those of you who use social media the food 
cupboard has a Facebook page. Newsletters and other updates 
appear on this and it is used to let people know which food items 
are most needed. If you are facebook user please look for ‘W S 
Food Cupboard’ and if possible like and share so that it is seen as 
widely as possible.   
 

Thank you all again for your support.  
 

Food parcels since the project began in 2007 - 14, 507  
Food parcels so far this year – 950 
 

Ann Gibbs, Co-ordinator  
 
 
 
 
 

THOUGHTS FROM A BLUE ANCHOR DESK 
For September 2020 

 

Well, Summer came early this year didn't it, thankfully whilst we were all 

stuck at home during those 105 days of main lockdown. It was such a 

shame that just as we were all allowed a certain degree of freedom from 

our domestic shackles the gorgeous Spring weather broke.   
 

It's early evening as I sit at my desk and muse over these wanderings that 

it is getting dark already! One thing I have noticed over these past few 

weeks though is the surge in the amount of traffic on the M5 and on the 

A39 coming into our once quiet, sleepy, end of the line Minehead. The 

huge confusions over whether or not to venture abroad, and indeed where 

to book to travel to, has dramatically increased the use of the relatively 

new word “Staycation”.  Now, call me old fashioned (well my family do 

already!), but I really don't think those multiple bicycles perched on top 

of car roof racks, or strapped to boot lids, look safe? There certainly do 

seem to be a lot of fit people coming West to Minehead and Exmoor to 
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pedal furiously up and down these off-road tracks. Perhaps I should have 

kept my old career in Pharmacy and specialised in selling first-aid kits?   
 

These past few days have been brightened by the early evening sound of 

chattering Canada Geese flying in, in squadrons of V-shaped flocks to 

roost and graze on the fresh green shoots that were under the crop fields 

that have just been harvested. They are SO organised! As they fly a fresh 

bird moved to front the echelon and they regularly change over to 

maintain efficiency and then as soon as they all land a couple of the flock 

will stand alert as guard against predators.     
 

One thing Chris and I will miss though, now that the high crops have 

been harvested, are the fox family that learned to hunt between the crop 

rows and the Roe deer doe that we first saw as a youngster and latterly 

grown up, with a young buck in tow. 
 

I know I do keep on about these wild life sightings but I never cease to be 

amazed at what appears right by our garden hedge! The Buzzards wheel 

and soar above us “mewing” to each other. How come these powerful 

killing raptors are mobbed by flocks of crows and gulls?   
 

Quite regularly we see a patch of plucked feathers on the rear lawn and 

have come to realise they are a result of a superbly rapid Sparrow Hawk  

strike. To our amazement one even adopted 

nextdoor's washing line pole as a perch/look out and 

seemed quite happy to be photographed.    
 

We were similarly puzzled by a smaller, but 

obviously, bird of prey sat in the branches of our 

tree, which also was not camera shy. And we were 

later able to identify this visitor as a female Kestrel. 

 

Back on the West Somerset Railway, our financial 

advisors have stressed that without the old fashioned 

“Compartment Coaches” we would not be able to run steam trains with 

social distancing and with enough passengers to make return trips to 

Bishops Lydeard, which a day's running would use about £3000 worth of 

coal. 
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However we did have two very successful “Living Museum” Days on 

Minehead Station ably supported by the quirky little steam powered 

“bus” you will have seen trundling up and around the town centre and 

even a pair of steam traction engines adding to the flavour of the events.    

I was perhaps a little put out when the Station Master said to me that I 

really looked like a museum part with my “lockdown” beard and 

moustache! Added to this was the hysterical amusement of our youngest 

Grandson over in Essex when we arrived for our Birthday break. So,  

despite the fact that soup always gave a later on taste and that a glass of 

beer ruined the moustache wax, much to Chris's pleasing, the facial hair 

vanished whilst in Norfolk that same week. 
 

It was funny, but during August, having been to Mass with liberal 

splodging of alcohol based hand gel, then visiting a few shops with their 

sanitising splodges, when we got home, I got out my guitar and the tune I 

was trying to play came out nothing like it, when I realised my fretting 

fingers must have been drunk with all the alcohol that had been rubbed 

into them! 
 

All these precautions do take some getting used to though don't they?    

I was completely caught out one Sunday Morning Mass, when I thought I 

would help Fr Michael by blowing out the Altar candle nearest to me . 

Much to several of the congregation's amazement, I tried several hard 

puffs to blow out said candle before it dawned on me that I was trying to 

blow through a solid plastic shield strapped to my head! 
 

Exercise was a problem for many during lockdown, and many folk found 

themselves nibbling on the sofa in front of the TV :  Now, just imagine 

how awesome life would be if biscuits and crisps made you skinny ! 
 

So, I got kicked out of Blenheim Gardens for arranging all the squirrels 

by height : well, they didn't like me critter sizing … 
 

This really was a sign on the entrance to Taunton's Somerset Cricket 

ground where they were doing Covid 19 testing : 

----->  >  COVID 19 TESTS , IN THE REAR >>> 

Gosh! I thought … I thought it was just a nasal swab … 
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I know some of you readers are “of a certain age”, but who remembers  

doctors doing “house calls”?    

Oh, and milk that was DELIVERED in glass bottles, and the coal man 

that delivered. TV was only in black and white and you felt quite superior 

if you watched BBC2. 

I seem to recall usherettes at the cinema too, with torches to show you to 

your seat. 
 

And finally there was a lady moaning to a very 

disinterested husband that she had blisters on her 

hands from the broom … without looking up, he 

replied “well, take the car next time!” 
 

I will probably repeat this in the December edition, 

but I resolve to stay up on New Year's Eve this 

year, just to make sure 2020 finally goes! 
 

From me here in Blue Anchor, and sadly not in one to one greetings on 

the door after Mass, may I wish you all every Blessing as Autumn takes 

hold. Stay safe, stay well and never lose faith in God's love for all His 

people. 
 

God Bless 
 

Deacon David 

 

 
 
 
 

 

Contemplation Group 
We are sorry to inform that group activities are cancelled 

until further notice. 
Please contact Janet Venn on 01278 741 355 for any 

queries. 
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FRIENDSHIP 
 

This is where you 

Care for someone 

More than yourself 

In doing so 

You will move mountains, 

In order to help 

Anything they need 

You will attain 

What you need 

You put to one side, 

In this act of grace 

You are a true friend, 

Only having experienced 

This closeness 

Do you value 

The art of living 

 
Michael Solitarius 

 
 

 

 
 

Churches Together in Porlock plan to meet in September for the 
first time since lockdown to discuss ways in which we may be 
able to begin the monthly ecumenical ‘Celebrate’ services in 
October. 
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 WHY ? 
 

As I lay, an old man, in my hospital bed, I 

started to wonder WHY... 
 

WHY must one have to put up with 

continual noise when recovering in 

hospital?  
 

WHY is it that some folk can't stop talking on their constantly ringing 

mobile phones – even during the night ? 
 

WHY is it that during that spell of time there seems to be no sense of 

respect for the person who has lost a good night's sleep? 
 

WHY is it that the elderly always have to dwell on the Good Old Days 

and regret the present ones? 
 

WHY are there so few of the “Godly” ones left? 
 

WHY are there so many in the world who ignore the basic Ten 

Commandments? 
 

WHY must it take a rambling old man to write this? Is it because he is 

past it? 
 

WHY when things like this happen, do they say “He must be mental”? 
 

WHY is it then, that there are so few Mental Hospitals? 
 

WHY?  And indeed, who should be in them? 
 

WHY is it that they say the best selling book is still The Bible? 
 

WHY is it then, that nobody seems to know anything about its contents? 
 

WHY is it that I'm still alive? It's because of the NHS, God bless them. 
 

WHY, WHY and again WHY ?? 

 

from an Antique Parishioner … 
 

D.H. 
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West Somerset Pets: Letter from Finn 
 

Hello Ginge and all my friends, 
 

Things have been jogging along very quietly here until 

this week. They decided that we would go and visit her 

brother.  He lives on his own now with his little dog, Freddie. 

Unfortunately Freddie is pretty old now and not very well so not much 

fun to play with.  Mind you the day we went was so awful, the rain 

poured down all day so no-one got to go out and play in the garden. Later 

we went to a pub they have been to before to spend the night.  The room 

we had this time wasn't as big as last time but they still put out a big bed 

for me and a huge bowl, unfortunately it was empty but they had brought 

some food for me from home, I didn't eat much as I get rather anxious 

when I am not at home.  Luckily some chips were passed down under the 

table at supper time, I am only allowed a few which is a pity because I 

rather like chips. 

 

I have a feeling that there is something 

that I do that you can't – bark.  I hope 

that I don't annoy people by barking but 

I only do it for a reason.  I seems that I 

have several different barks and that 

they can tell why I am barking, I think 

that they just guess. I have a very noisy 

fierce bark if I see a cat, if they can see 

the cat obviously they know why I am 

making such a fuss.  When the paper 

boy comes I give him a gentle reminder 

that it is my house, I don't want to 

frighten him. I think that is alright because he always gives me a cheeky 

wave.  When it is tea time and they are very slow in providing me with 

food I give them a bit of a nudge so they hurry up and then my dish is 

filled for me.  The bark that I like best is when my favourite treat is got 

out and rolled across the carpet for me.  The treat is so good that I do a 
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little dance and chase it around the living room before I settle down to 

enjoy it. Another good bark is when I see Lorcan and his mum coming.  I 

get very excited and run to the door. I think that I have told you about the 

times when I am sure that they are here and talking to them and it turns 

out that they are only chatting on the computer 

thing, all very confusing, they are here but not here. 

Maybe you have similar ways to 'speak' to your 

people. 

 

It's tea time now and then I will get my treat so I 

must go. 

 

Cheers 

 

Finn 
 

  

 

 

 

 
 

DULVERTON TOWN HALL NEWS : 
 

Dulverton Town Hall’s Thrift Shop is to reopen soon. 
 

The shop, situated within our community hall building, is an 
important part of our charity bringing in much needed funds to help 

us maintain the Grade 2 listed building and continue to make 

improvements. Trustees had agreed to a shop refit before the 

lockdown and work on this start on August 31st. The new layout will 

give the shop a bright and modern appearance and will also provide 

improved social distancing. The shop should be ready to open around 

mid September.  
 

We are hugely grateful to our loyal volunteers who have helped clear 

out old stock and those who came to buy the good stock at our recent 

special sale days in the Lower Town Hall.  
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The shop will still offer the same unique atmosphere as before with 

many bargains. Donations will be welcome. Many of you have spent 

some of the lock down time clearing wardrobes and cupboards. Please 

remember that we can only accept items which are fit for re-sale. Here 

is our slogan - ‘Would you use it, wear it or buy it?’  When the shop 
opens, we will have to limit donations each day. The maximum will 

be two sealed bags or boxes per person as, under current regulations, 

all donations must be quarantined for 72 hours.  
 

The Thrift Shop is the envy of many local village halls as it plays an 

important part in raising money for the Town Hall, to help with the 

annual costs of electricity and insurance and to help fund the 

improvements and users of the Town Hall benefit from reduced hire 

charges. 
 

Last year the Thrift Shop raised well over £10,000 through people’s 

donations and hard work by the volunteers. 
 

New volunteers will also be welcomed - please contact Chris Dubery 

on 01398 323474 or Shuna Bland. 
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ST STANISLAUS & SACRED HEART PARISHES 
 

 

Please remember the following in your 
prayers, they are the sick and 
housebound of the two parishes and 
those we are asked to pray for:  
Susan Gray, Laura Simpson, Keren 
Speers, Simon, Jean Carpenter, Terry-
Anne (Freddie), Sue Appleton, Sue Young, 
Mary Carlin, Maggie Smith, Judy Hall, Tom 
Hall, Theresa O'Neill, Bernadette Smart, 

John Mees, John Alexever, Pamela Whitsey, Danny Mullen, 
Teresa Jackson, Walter Spence, Amy Edwards, Angela Kingdom, 
Gill Standidge, Sophy Thursby, Paula Bennett, Carol Taylor, 
Bridget Goodridge, Pete Bird. 
 
 

Please remember all expectant mothers, armed forces personnel 
injured on duty, and members of the parishes who are 
housebound and/or ill and their families and carers. 
 

 

Please also pray for the clergy of the Diocese especially those 
who may be sick. Remember Fr. Michael Derrick D'Mello, Dcn 
David Wakefield 
 

 

 
 

News from the Exmoor Pony Centre, Ashwick, Dulverton 
TA22 9QE 

 

It is great that things are steadily getting back to some sort of normality 
here at the centre and we have enjoyed welcoming visitors to see and 
learn about the ponies along with some experienced riders for trekking. 
All visits and rides must be booked in advance so please call or email to 
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book in. As circumstances change, we will be reviewing other 
possibilities so keep an eye on our website for news.  
 
We are running four 
sessions throughout the 
day for visitors which 
includes a tour of our 
stable yard not usually 
open to the public. Here 
you will often find Buttons 
and Borage who love a 
fuss from all our guests. 
Both Buttons and Borage, 
along with Jensen and 
Pascoe, are learning to become part of our riding team here at the 
centre. They have been ridden on the moor and down the lanes checking 
out the local habitats, neighbours and farm machinery – all good for 
their education. 
 
Recently, Bodie and Doyle travelled to a lovely new foster home having 
been grazing ponies in a variety of places over the last few years – 
including Woolacombe. The infamous Andy and Banksy are entertaining 
our visitors by either hurtling around their new paddock or lying flat out 
in the sun! 
 
The total running cost of the Moorland Mousie Trust and The Exmoor 
Pony Centre is around £135,000 a year. Due to the current situation, we 
are not making the income we would usually during the summer 
months. If you would like to make a donation to help the ponies please 
look on our website or give us a call to find ways of donating. 
 
Summer brings an increase in visitors and traffic so, if you are driving 
across the Moor, please be extra aware of our Exmoor ponies and their 
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foals, and drive carefully. You never know when one might suddenly 
appear in front of you! 
 
For booking a visit or ride please get in contact with the details below. 
 
Website: www.exmoorponycentre.org.uk 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/TheExmoorPonyCentre 
Instagram: #exmoorponycentre 
Email: info@exmoorponycentre.org.uk 
Tel: 01398 323093 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

MINEHEAD DIARY :  

 
Because of Covid-19 Pandemic, 

Morning Prayer, Coffee after Mass and all social activities 
are on hold for the time being. 

 

Fr Michael will be putting updates on the parish website: 
www.westsomersetcatholics.org.uk, please keep on looking at 
the website. Also look on the Clifton Diocese website: 
www.cliftondiocese.com for information about live streamed 
Mass from the Cathedral on Sundays. 

News from FoSH 
 

Regretfully FoSH have decided that in view of the Government’s 
advice they will not be organising social or fundraising events in the 
near future. 

http://www.exmoorponycentre.org.uk/
http://www.facebook.com/TheExmoorPonyCentre
mailto:info@exmoorponycentre.org.uk?subject=From%20the%20website
http://www.cliftondiocese.com/
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Minehead Sacred Heart Parish Holy Land Pilgrimage 20th 
October – 4th November 2020. 
 
Dear Parishioners, 
I have made various calls and emails to Jo Walsh tours re the 
pilgrimage to the Holy Land. Presently booked for the 28th 
October 2020. 
 
The general picture seems to be that Jo Walsh believe the 
pilgrimage may be postponed until a similar date next year ie Oct 
2021 although as yet this has not been confirmed. 
 
Jo Walsh are apparently in conversations with the various hotels 
in the Holy Land trying to reschedule the booking. 
 
They have told me that no one should receive an invoice for the 
balance of the costs until the situation is confirmed. Should 
anyone receive an invoice before that please contact me on 
keenfgk@btinternet.com 
 
I will keep everyone updated on the situation 
 
Best regards, Fred Keen 
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Please help us by supporting our advertisers and tell them where you 

saw their advertisement. These are all local businesses, employing 

local people. 

 

 

 
 

CHIROPRACTOR     Catherine France BSc.              01643  705020 

 Effective treatment for pain, Irnham Lodge Chiropractic Clinic, 

Townsend Road, Minehead. Parking on site.      

W:  francechiropractic.co.uk 

 

 

 
 

FUNERAL      HEDLEY PRICE : Independent Family Funeral Directors 

DIRECTORS  Chapel of Rest. 24 hour personal service 01643 703111  

 

 

 
 

Are you feeling Worried, Scared, Stressed? 
Do you long to find some Peace and Quiet? 

Situated between the Quantock Hills and the coast St.Nicholas’ 
Wayfarers church offers an oasis of Peace and Tranquility in the 
midst of today’s turmoil. 
Bring a picnic, sit in the garden, watch the birds and feel the 
breeze on your face, or retreat to the cool St.Nicholas and let 
God’s peace surround you. 
The Way. A39 midway between Kilve-Holford, on a sharp bend 
turn North on Kilton Rd, then up and down the steep hill through 
the hamlet of Kilton and turn left. St Nicholas will be on your left.                                     
Good parking. Dogs welcome. Views are glorious.      
Enjoy your visit, Come again. Enquiries 01278 733504   
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CATHOLIC SINGLES is an organisation which aims to help practising 

Catholics meet other Catholics and support Catholic Parishes and 

Charities. This is done by providing a strictly confidential service, sending 

members a monthly bulletin advertising social events organised by 

Catholic Parishes and organisations free of charge. Details about joining 

are in the Church Porches. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Anyone wishing to place an advertisement on 
these pages 

please contact Mel Carroll 

tel:  01643 708522 

email:  wscpmagazine@gmail.com 

 

 


